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Bleacher Smash Injures

Tuesday
night's
basketball
game against Wooster was cancelled suddenly when
of the main bleacher section collapsed under the combined weight
0
of
fans.
Sixteen persons were taken to
Mercy Mospital in Mount Vernon
for treatment, but only two were
admitted after initial examination.
Charles Riggs, a Mount Vernon
man and ardent Lord sports fan,
suffered broken bones in one foot
which was caught between two
boards as the stands buckled.
Mike Dunn, a junior ALO, fell
from the pressbox about 20 feet to
the ground, and suffered abrasions on the back of his head.
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Paul Halprn

DISAPPOINTED FANS leave Wertheimer Field House after a mas
sive collapse of the main bleacher section cancelled the basketball
game with Wooster. Sixteen people were treated for injuries by
Mercy Hospital.
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Among the 16 treated and released were Harry Roberts, Director of Plants and Operations
at Kenyon, Howie Davis of the
Publicity Office, Mrs. Enk of the
Village Inn, Jan Ehrenwerth, Don
Omahan and two Wooster students.
Accounts of the crash agree in
general that the bleachers buckled
first in the west end of the field
house and continued eastward in
a chain reaction until the last
third held firm. The collapse was
called relatively slow.
One basketball player, Terry
Parmelee, saw the crash and later
said "It was like a trap door open

No. 12

New College Still Set for '69
Despite problems with timing
on Kenyon's Program for Expansion arising because federal
loans may be delayed, Vice President for Finance Samuel S. Lord
is confident the money will be
forthcoming and the College will
open in 1969 as scheduled.
Commenting on recent rumors
of the lack of federal funds, Lord
said, "The problem is not one of
guns and butter," meaning the
federal government is not running short of funds for the College Housing loan program due
to the Viet Nam war. "It is rather
one of political pressure," he added. The funds have been earmarked for college loans, he
pointed out, but the President has
put a freeze on such spending to
pressure Congress into passing
d
the
tax hike.
much-debate-

Debaters Score
In Recent Tourneys
The Kenyon Debate

team has
met with notable success in past
weeks' competition.
At the Hiram tournament in
November, the varsity switchside
team of Jeff Butz and Kim
Byham tied for first with a record
of four and two. Richard Baehr,
Terry Durica, Mark Straley and
Herb Hennings, running the four
man novice team, finished second
in their division, paced by the
record of Baehr and Durica.
Baehr went on to pick up the
speaker's trophy.
This past weekend, Kenyon
teams participated in tourneys at
Otterbein, Marietta and Whitewater, Wisconsin.
At Otterbein, the Kenyon four-ma- n
team of Ken Moore, Stacey
Evans, John Flanzer and Baehr
See DEBATE, Page 5

"We are not basing our hopes
on a pipe dream that the Congress will pass a program," Lord
said, "the money has been appropriated." He indicated that the
presidential freeze would probably continue until early next
year when the tax hike would
either be passed, or the President

For the past month, the Admissions Office has devoted much of
its time to encouraging Kenyon
students to talk with prospective
applicants during Christmas.
Last year, 170 students participated in the program; during
Thanksgiving, 40 students volunteered to talk with high school
students from their home towns.
The Admissions Department is
hoping that more students will
volunteer for this vacation.
Because of Kenyon's long vacation, students will have an excellent opportunity to arrange open,
informal meetings with the guidance counselor and interested students at the high schools. Mr.
Kushan urged interested students
to contact the Admissions Office,
and to pick up admissions materials to take home.
Mr. Kushan commented that
Kenyon is "holding its own" as
far as applications are concerned.
The number of applications are
down "all over," he said, and despite the fact that Kenyon is a
small percentage ahead of last
year," he was dubious whether
the trend would continue. He expects the rush of applications to
come in this month. The Admissions Office received 25 early de- -

cision applications, and they accepted 10.
In the Kenyon Prize Scholarship Program, in which outstanding students in special fields of
study receive $500, Kenyon has
received 200 replies. Around 500
high schools are participating in
the program.
Mr. Kushan also noted that letters are being sent to every National Merit Semifinalist in Ohio,
along with National Achievement
Scholars in New York, Chicago,
and several other large cities.
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Admissions 'Holding Own'
Awaiting December Rush
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would decide elections were more
important than boggled finances.
From the College's point of
view, the latest date for release
of the funds would come toward
the end of February. If the funds
come at that time, red tape would
be out of the way in time for con-Se- e
FINANCES, Page 5

by John Smyth
The Senate's proposed women's
hours revision seems to have
knocked against the tilt bumper
in the pinball machine of Kenyon's campus government.
In an effort to determine which
lights are flashing brighter, the
Collegian recently conducted a
series of interviews with the various individuals most concerned
with the bill's success or failure.
This report recaps those interviews in an attempt to give a
cross-sectiof women's hours
opinion.
History of the Bill
Before taking a look at what
the protagonists have to say, however, it is advisable to review the
structure and history of the question.
In its meeting of Nov. 21, the
Senate formally proposed, by a
3
vote, a bill whose provisions
were for extension of Friday and
Saturday's women's hours to 2
a.m., with weekday curfews at
Morning entry into
midnight.
dormitories was to be moved up
WARBLING JOYFULLY, the various musicians of Gambier till the to 10 a.m. According to legislative
Chapel with Advent music Sunday. For review, see page 2,
procedures, the bill was subject

6- -0

1

ing up
all the people just disappeared."
Richard Baehr, taking notes for
radio statistics in the section of
the press box that survived, commented, "I was just finishing the
Wooster starting lineup when I
heard this rumble and suddenly I
have no desk. Our part of the
platform was at about a 30 degree angle."
A statement by Kenyon President F. Edward Lund issued
Wednesday called the' accident
a result of "a combination of
causes rather than one single factor."
Cited as contributing causes in
Lund's
statement were: "ex-Se- e
BLEACHERS, Page 4

to a waiting period of not less
than two weeks while campus
opinion on the matter could be
sounded out. Latest word is that
the measure will come before the

Senate for final consideration in
a January meeting. Implementation will depend on President
Lund's approval.
See HOURS ISSUE, Page 6

Senate Independent Talks
Turn to Student Unions
Senate held a special meeting
Monday evening to discuss "the
and
Problem,"
Independent
wound up debating the relative
merits of a potential establishment variously called a "rathskeller" or "student union."
One senator outlined the problem in terms of the rising number of independents relative to
the static social facilities of fraternities, the major party centers
on campus. He pointed out that
there are physical limits (on
lounge size, for example) as well
as financial, and so such easy solutions as party fees paid to fraternities by independents are precluded.
Several general solutions, such
d
dances in
as
college-sponsore-

Manning and several Middle
organizations were discussed before talks turned to the
issue of a common social facility,
facility.
An embargo on the loaded term
"student union" was suggested.
See SENATE, Page 6
Ken-yon-ty-

pe

Roelofs to Speak
On Christianity
"Dialogue in the Chapel" Thursday at 10 p.m. will feature Professor Gerritt Roelofs speaking on
"Why I am a Christian."
The Kokosingers will sing informally, and suggestions will be
welcomed for second semester
programs.
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The Dragon
Dear Strange Newspaper:

To the Editor:

Ths letter is a serious response
to a very amusing article which
appeared in the November 2 issue
of the Kenyon Collegian.
The
article was concerned with the
Vietnam survey taken in October.
The author, Bob Strong, invited
the "warniks" to join the fight; to
Gordon Johnson
Advisor
Dan Grum
Business
organize a committee to promote
"It is clear to me that Bexley Hall will be on the forefront of
the war in Vietnam, and thus opAlmus Thorpe, Dean of Bexley.
theological education."
pose the Kenyon Committee to
End the War in Vietnam.
Although we realize that Mr.
Strong was speaking facetiously,
his proposed tactics for such a
committee show a remarkably
well developed imagination in
the area of violence; that is, for
I often thought of Bert Ponsen as an urbane Hans Brinker, one of such a peaceful persuasion.
goal
but without He would have committee memskimming over ice toward a
they in- bers 'forcibly' enter Lynda Bird's
despair,
for
concepts
made
me
painting
skates. His
variably demanded an antic imagination that only experience wedding, and perhaps, have members terrorize the United Nations
could unlock and a technical facility only time could perfect. building. Although such actions
His junior project was a case in point. Not for him the ex- would well publicize the commitperimental things to which we direct an honors major in art; tee, we serious doubt that such
a trip-typc- h violent demonstrations, or even
he chose the most difficult project he could conceive
landscape.
realistic
It peacenik type demonstrations,
figures
a
in
surrealistic
filled with
would be of any merit.
to
allusions
death,
with
nightmare
ponderous
was this triptych,
We do not merely intend to
that he was working on before he was killed Sunday night.
criticize, as do some; we intend
to offer something constructive
But lest I dissolve into mysticism and distort his person- and educational. Our proposal of
ality in elegy, let me affirm that death did not preoccupy him. such a committee will be part of
to be formed Kenyon
He enjoyed life immensely and fed that joy with caricatures of the soon
chapter of the YOUNG AMERIparody of the faces in his serious CANS FOR FREEDOM ( YAF) .
himself. His
among these, the The YAF is a sincere challenge to
fixtures
Department
paintings are now Art
of painted the responsible youth of America,
noses
are
lock
the
buttons that
doorknobs and
of
get
to
out
the down- and now, in particular, the
in
and
and
twist
clowns one must twit
VIETNAM, Page 6
darkness.
of
light,
not
person
and
a
john. Playful wit,

BertPonsen, 1947 - 1967
near-impossib- le

self-deprecato-

ry

You have talked yourself into
a really funny position. I will
proceed to comment on it. My
comment is only one of many.
Why are you so noisy? That is to
say, the issue is clear. What are
you doing? I mean, what ARE
you doing? On what street are
your trees planted? How much
can you fit into your funny Roman alphabet and how far can
you count with your Arabic numbers? In what high schools are
your melancholy organs playing?
It is winter now, a great time of
year. So disentangle yourself and
go sit in the kitchen. Write a letter to us just as we write to you.
Out There . . answers below to
above questions having consulted
for you The I Ching.
1. Dragon
appearing in the
field. It furthers one to see the
great man. Wavering flight over
dephs. No blame. Flying dragon
in the heavens. It furthers one to
see the great man. Arrogant
dragorf will have cause to repent.
True fellowship among men must
be based upon a concern that is
universal. Just as the luminaries
of the sky serve for the systematic division and arrangement of
time, so human society and all
things that really belong together
must be organically arranged.
2. The leg of the bed is split.
Those who persevere are destroyed. Misfortune. Extreme caution
is necessary in this isolation. It
does not further one to go anywhere. The bed is split at the
edge.
Apathy Again
3. The time of INCREASE
dose not endure, therefore it must
To the Editor:
be utilized while it lasts. While
I take this opportunity to reply
observing how thunder and wind
to noveau Bostonian Klein's peincrease
and strengthen each
culiar letter in the last issue of other, a man can note the way to
Collegian.
the
See DRAGON, Page" 3
Let me first state that the
daughter of Jerusalem can rejoice
The Joseph Reasner Family
greatly that Kenyon is not the wishes to thank those students
"Harvard, Brown, or the Williams
who gave blood, and those who
,"
of the
or indeed, a vicoffered to give blood, during
tim (like Mr. Klein) of the great
the illness of their late daughinferiority complex in the Boston ter Cheryl.
area that results from comparing
everything to Harvard. This place
exists to nourish philosophers
PRINTING ARTS
who will one day be called upon
to be kings, and not to prepare
PRESS
technocrats to direct wars in Asia,
Newark Road
crises in the Middle East, or elecMount Vernon
tions in the United States. It is
sufficient for us students to learn
Offset Printing
that "we are supposed to be of
some use to each other," especialLetterpress Printing
ly in cases when the faculty is
good only for confusing and
Telephone 397-610- 6
flunking people they are supposed
to help. Believe me, there are
enough serious personal problems
on the Hill (that few know anything about) that require peoples'
concern so that the man who
needs look off it for his troubles
TYPING
is a moron or a fool.
Students will be better preparMRS. BARBARA CURRY
ed "to asume the leadership of
the world" when they can say
Mount Vernon
they've helped someone out, and
not when they take a course in
contemporary European govern4
Telephone
ment that takes current events
into account.
Anthony Lobello '69
re-S-

stairs

Bert painted in open spaces, his back to an entryway, his
easel facing out and inviting criticism, his materials unlocked
and up for grabs. He was, as a matter of natural fact, an open
and generous person. And he was not afraid of the consequences of the long haul. He could take criticism like no man I
know. No traps, no bluffs, no excuses, no revenge. He listened
who loved
period. If unfairly pressed by his classmates
too,
he
could
dish
it out
and with salt.
his tough equanimity
His talent was more inventive than investigatory, but it
suffered because he was impatient with techniques; he was too
discriminating to pick up things second hand, and he seemed
to have a natural aversion for those disciplines that demanded
a grammar for admission. This certainly was true in his art
courses; in color, he never mastered problems well, but effectively applied them when he was set free to experiment. If this
Hans Brinkmanship distressed his teachers
and I know it did
is
observe
way
me
often the way of a strong
let
that Bert's
original
talent.
and

Bert Ponsen was a gentleman in every sense; he discussed
his family with affection (or not at all), evaluated his teachers
generously (or not at all), and although he knew more than
most of his contemporaries, he carried that information lightly.
In the course of our last evening seminar, he quietly identified
and praised the landscapes of the American romantic Washington Allston, scored down the longer passages of Walt Whitman,
and defended Dylan Thomas; at the break, he complimented
the quality of a Bel Paese we were serving, extolled Dutch
cooking, and explained to my ignorance the origin of the term
"Dutch love"; back into it, he once again defended Dylan
Thomas, but not so quietly this time. "Oh listen," he said, "If
my generation rejects Dylan Thomas, then I reject them."
He was

that rare

a person.

-
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Vietnam Reply

Staff:

After the traditional hymn
"Veni Emmanuel,"
the Mixed
Choir and String Ensemble presented
Monteverdi's
"Laudate
Domine" (Psalm 117). The soloists, especially the tenors, lacked

This year's Service of Advent
Music began with a delightful
organ prelude "Noel" by Claude
D'Aquin, played by Mr. Frank

.

ee

mid-west-

397-523-

Joseph Slate

what

the Italians would call
"sforza," as their rendition was
without the desirable vigor.
The Knox

County

Symphony

then presented the Iphigenia
Overture of Gluck, a mighty piece
whose connection with advent
must be somewhat tenuous. Dr.
Schwartz appeared to have some
difficulty in obtaining a strong
statement of the opening theme
from the celli, and the conclusion
was somewhat feeble, but this
piece was undoubtedly one of the
highlights of the evening.

After the delight of our salvation (Isaiah 35) was described
s,
with equanimity by E. Ray
the Kenyon Singers presented two selections, the Irish
carol "Ivy and Holly" and
"Two Kings." The soloist in
the former sang somewhat languidly, and the brass blasts in the
latter were not exceedingly effective.
Hei-thau-

Clo-key- 's

The Chamber orchestra presented a Mouton carol excellently,
and was followed by three selections by the Chapel Choir assisted by the Chasers: Stark's "Praise
the Lord," the carol "Make We
Joy," and Handl's "O Magnum
Mysterium." The last piece was
sung the best, as the music of the
soloist of the first selection lacked body.
The Women's Choir then sang
S. Bach's "Come Thou Man the
Savior," with cello and organ accompaniment. Unfortunately, the
excellent cellist was positioned in
a bad place, and could hardly be
heard in much of the church for
most of the time.
The Singers next sang well two
selections, Shaw's "Fanfare for a
Christmas Day" and the spiritual,
"Mary Had a Baby."

J.

The feature of the evening,
Charpentier's "Song of the Birth
of Our Lord Jesus Christ," followed the reading of John 1,
by the President. This reading
1--

14

would have been more effective

had it been delivered in Greek.
The Charpentier Song was presented acceptably, but too late in
a heavy program to be very effective. Perhaps next year, fewer carols might be sung, and fewer pieces pirated from previous
concerts.

Admissions
The admissions
office will writ
a
latter of introduction for any itudtnt
desiring to contact hit or any secon
dary ichool over the Christmas vaca-

tion. Students desiring to participate
in the program should contact the admissions office in Ransom Hall as soon
as possible.
Numerous admission inquiries have been received from all
areas of the country, and a personal
call from a current student would be
a great help to the admissions office.

Typing
Mrs. Joyce Diederick
12 Park Road

397-65-

l

Knox Beverage

Company
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Bexley Ends Career in Gambier,
Moves Out Front in Urban Center

non-sectaria-

n,

Colgate--

Rochester

naries.

Toward thii end, there will be
one faculty and one curriculum,
with special courses for Episco-

palians where necessary. Such
Bexley courses as liturgies will
emphasize the Episcopalian role
exclusively, and certain of these
courses will be required.
Dean Thorpe, however, laid
heavy emphasis on a new liberality regarding course requirements. "We want to free up the
curriculum," he said, "and create
many more options." The possibility of taking courses in the
discipline of other denominations
provides the ecumenicism Dean
Thorpe feels is vital to contemporary theological education.
The Dean, while observing the
plans are not finalized, said a
close harmony should be achieved
with the traditionally exclusive
Catholic groups. He pointed out
that following Vatican II, Roman
seminaries reshaped their curriculum to a large degree. These
seminaries have been traditionally more historical and dogmatic
than
versions, but indications are that St. Bernard's
is paring its curriculum to meet
the demands of the ecumenical
non-Rom- an

association.

The possibilities of field work
are also sharply expanded for
Bexley men in Rochester. Seminarians will be working in such
places as hospitals and ghettos,
opportunities available only nom
inally in Gambier. Emphasis will
also be laid on work in secular
institutions.
Colgate Rochester itself is an
activist campus. Civil rights is an
important issue, and Malcolm X
late leader of the Black Muslims,
spoke at the seminary several
days before he was assassinated.
The seminary has the highest per
centage of Negro enrollment in
tne country. Dean Thorpe charac
terized activism on camuus as ",
better defined and responsibly
militant point of view."

Speaking on the problem of
opposition to the move by Bexley
alumni, Dean Thorpe said: "I am
very pleased the Bexley alumni
realize that this move can afford
a way of greatly improving theological education in a metropoli
tan area with ecumenical arrangements. I have a great deal
of mail which indicates under
standing and appreciation."
Bexley officials are confident
admissions will go back up once
the seminary is established in

Rochester. "The things college
men are interested in are present
there," Dean Thorpe explained.
A number of new scholarships
will be made available to promis
ing college students, and for the
first time, students will be
who do not intend to go
into the ministry, but merely to
get a graduate degree in theology.
It is expected, then, that Bexley
will not be absorbed by the new
environment,
but rather will
thrive in it.
ac-cept-
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Bexley Hall will officially be
ending its 143 year marriage to
Kenyon College next academic
year.
The marriage has not always
been a happy one. The founder
of Kenyon, Philander Chase, left
Gambier in a dispute over the
relative importance of the divinity school and the college. A little more than twenty years later,
the Board of Trustees narrowly
voted down a move to disband
Kenyon to concentrate all emphasis on the divinity school.
But now it is Bexley that is
leaving. It is a mark of changing times that Bexley has taken
theological education to the thriving city and left Kenyon behind
to carry on its secular education
in Gambier's wooded retreat.
And from all indications, it is
clear that Bexley will be on the
avant garde of Episcopal theological education. Almus Thorpe,
Dean of Bexley, has said "it is
important for Episcopal seminarians, when possible, to spend considerable amounts of time at
other seminaries." That is exactly
what Bexley is doing.
Bexley will be forming part
of an ecumenical seminary in
Rochester, New York, with the
Roman Catholic St. Bernard's
Seminary and the
but predominantly Baptist,
Seminary. The exact interrelationship of the three
units is difficult to define, but it
is basically a matter of preserving
the identity of each while at the
same time integrating as fully as
possible with the other semi-
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DivinAERIAL VIEW of the sweeping campus of Colgate-Rocheste- r
ity school in Rochester, New York, new home of Bexley Hall.

PACC Forges Ahead in Dissent Talks
are run in such a way that teachers do not learn anything. He
favors instruction by inquiry, trying to generate discussion among
students in the hope that he will
learn as well as the students.
Mr. Goldwin considers this a
more difficult method of teaching.
The instructor must pay attention
without letup for two hours and
be prepared for surprises. A prepared lecture, on the other hand,
offers no surprises. Mr. Goldwin
describes his method as a community of students and teachers
looking for the best understanding possible, sharing the discoveries. The students do not fill
their notes with what the teacher
has in his notebook. He finds that
the reward for this more difficult
method is a better question, a different point of view at the conFarmer, arrives January 18.
clusion of the meeting.
Mr. Goldwin describes the topic
Prof. Goldwin notes that a proas complex, not easily understood cess
of discovery is working in
by an ordinary debate situation.
He regards civil disobedience as
one of the permanent difficulties
-of man in the political community.
The method Prof. Goldwin uses
in the student seminar is identical
to that by which he directs the
e
closed conference with
There's a war on in the middle
national leaders, which will be east, but The Great Lakes College
held in Gambier this spring. In
Association is still carrying on its
that conference, it is assumed that Beirut junior year program with
and
the participants are well-rea- d
alacrity.
have thought in depth on the subAccording to reports from Anject, and they engage in what
English
Bing, Kenyon
thony
seem to be completely unguided
on leave with the
Professor
discussions. Mr. Goldwin notes
GLAC students in Beirut (includthat "it was a risk to pay the ing six Kenyon men) , the Amerisame implicit compliment to the
can group is caught up in the
students but it obviously works." changing Arab world and has
He observed that "you could found "a sense of engagement not
say Lincoln or Thomas Aquinas found on any American camis in charge" when the students puses."
and teachers search for answers
students are
The American
in a unified discussion of one of finding dialogue a real possibility
the man's works.
in the transitional world. "Arabs
Teachers are often boring, Prof.
want dialogue," Bing says, "and
classes
suggests,
because
Golwin
they seem interested in information because they believe, perhaps
For the Best Laundered
for the first time really, that facts
Shirts it's
alone can win an argument, and
believe me the lack of hysterics
is a turn for
and breast-beatin- g
3 W. High
Mt. Vernon

by Bob Boruchowitz
The key to the PACC program
at Kenyon is student participation
and seminar director Prof. Robert
Goldwin remarks that "it has
worked so far exactly as I hoped."
The Public Affairs Conference
Center, formerly at the University of Chicago, brings distinguished national leaders to campus
to discuss major topics of political importance.
This year's seminar on civil
disobedience has been characterized in its first six sessions by extremely free discussion. The students are preparing to be skepti
cal and probing questioners of the
three "Distinguished Visitors in
Residence," the first of whom,
former CORE director James

He says, "I am as
this
in promoting
method of instruction as I am in
the subject."
In preparation for Mr. Farmer's
visit next month, the students
have studied writings on civil
disobedience by Sophocles, Lincoln, Thoreau, Martin Luther
King, St. Thomas Aquinas, and
Plato. Main topics considered include: What is law? What is a
political community? What are
legal and political obligations?
and What are the sources of
moral judgments?
The students will read some of
Mr. Farmer's work on the subject
and prepare a paper during
Christmas vacation.
There are students from other
departments in the seminar; philosophy and religion majors bring
to the discussion knowledge in
areas not sufficiently covered in
political science. At the same
every class.

interested

East Transition
Inspires 6LCA Students

Mid

full-scal-

BAIR'S

Pizza Villa
Pizza and Hot Subs
Open 2 Sun. 7 hours

the better."
The students are, as Bing puts
it, "where history is being made."
One project of particular interest is the establishment of a
work camp by the group. The
students will take over a project
begun by the YMCA at Ras El
Matn, a mountain village. Erosion has begun to weaken some
foundations, and the group will
at preparing drainage
work
ditches and walls to stop water
from washing soil away. As Bing
warned them, "it will be cold and
perhaps wet."
Kenyon sophomores currently
interested in participating in the
Beirut program next year should
contact Robert Goodhand of the
French department as soon as
possible. Professor Goodhand alsD
administrates other GLAC programs to such places as Japan
and South America.

Lemasters
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Fine Clothes For Men
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10 E. Ohio Ave.

392-896-
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sci
time, some of the non-po- li
men present ideas that pass
in their own departments and use terms not meaningful without explanation. Prof.
Goldwin predicts that there will
be a diminution of jargon use in
the discussions.
Mr. Goldwin has been assisted
in leading the seminar discussions
by Professors Robert Horwitz and
Harry Clor.
The newly acquired and refurbished PACC building features
a newly furnished conference
room with carpet, wood paneling,
and abundant bookshelf space.
Work on the room is financed in
part by Ford Foundation funds
and in part by advance on expected royalties from the PACC
books. As a result the College
acquires a new classroom without
spending any money. The room,
which is now used for other
seminars as well as for PACC,
will eventually be opened as a
library and study center.
un-criticiz- ed

Dragon

Continued from Page 2
self improvement and self increase.
4. No judgment. Today.
5. Just as the lake is inexhaustible in depth, so the sage is
inexhaustible in his readiness to
teach mankind, and just as the
earth is boundlessly wide, sustaining and caring for all creatures on it, so the sage sustains
and cares for all people and excludes no part of humanity.
6. Work on what has been
spoiled. Setting right what has
ben spoiled by the father. One
meets with praise. He can at least
bring about a thorough reform,
even if he cannot create a new
beginning. For although the sage
remains distant from the turmoil
of daily life, he creates incomparable human values for the future.
Work ON WHAT HAS BEEN
SPOILED has supreme success.
Before the s t a r t i n g point,
3 days.
After the s t a r t i n g point,
3 days.
The town may be changed, but
the well cannot be changed. It
neither increases nor decreases.
Wood sucks water upward.
Good Luck,
Hartley Appleton and
Ariur Kosiakowski
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The Kenyon wrestling team
lost to Ohio Wesleyan last Wednesday at Delaware,
yet the
match was really an omen of better things to come for the mat-me1
As evidenced by the
score, the Bishops were a strong
squad and probably one of the
toughest the Lords will have to
face all winter. This, coupled with
the fact that the match was on
Wesleyan's home mats, made for
a rough opener.
There were several very good
performances, especially in the
upper weight classes where the
Lords have been weak in past
seasons.
Both freshmen Fred
Llewellyn and Rick Davenport
won decisions at 160 and 167 respectively. More victories can be
expected from these two as the
season wears on. At 115, Mark
Smith won a decision over Wesleyan's Moss.
Gary
Nave lost a close match at 152
while
Rich Greiser got
a draw with Wesleyan's Allen
Bird at 145. Rick Yorde had a
very tough match with McBean,
a very good freshman at 191.
There were less pins this year
than last on the part of the Wesleyan team and this itself indicates the Lords should rebound
with some victories after the
Christmas holidays.
This Tuesday the Lords travel
to Wooster in what should be
another tough match. Injuries
continue to plague the team as
the match with the Scots approaches. Ed Gaines sustained an
eye injury and it is hoped he will
be ready for Wooster on Tuesday.
After this match, four of the last
six contests are home and teams
like Otterbein and Capital should
prove quite beatable.
Through
graduation many of the teams
the Lords will face in January
will be weaker. Ed Lentz, Tom
Aberant, Barry Burckhardt and
Doug Vogeler should be at full
strength by this time. The fact
that the first four matches are
away makes for a rough beginning, yet the possibility of finishing over a 500 percentage is good
if the team can stay healthy and
win a few on the road.
n.

by Ron Smith
Kenyon picked up a big basketball victory Saturday night as
they drubbed the defending Ohio
Baldwin-Wallace,
Conference
champs,
by a score of 9.
The
Lords proved some important
things about their suposed "weaknesses" to keep their record in-
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tremely large crowds attending
basketball games during the past
two years and "for some unexplained reason certain supporting
steel members were out of place."
d
The steel members were
supports in a number of
girders.
Lund stated regarding repair of
the stands: "Although the present
stands are reparable and would
be perfectly safe, new stands will
be erected for the peace of mind
Kenyon
of
basketball fans.
Manufacturer for the new stands
is yet to be selected.
Damage estimate and replacement time have not yet been
determined by Kenyon officials,
although both are estimated as
"considerable."
"Kenyon College," the President said, "regrets the incident
and offers its apologies to those
who were injujred and shaken up
in the accident."
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3-- 0.

The action started quickly as
Captain Dick Fox popped in a
corner shot to start the Lords to
a 0 lead. That evaporated right
away as B-rolled off seven
points to go ahead. Kenyon then
took charge and rode the hot
shooting of Fox, Terry Parmelee,
and Kit Marty to a
bulge, 18-- 8.
The lead stayed between five and ten points for most
of the half, with the Lords on
top 41-at halftime.
Coach Harrison's men found the
taller Yellow Jackets a more difficult problem to solve than their
earlier foes and played a more
controlled game than the
of previous contests.
Baldwin-Wallace
threw up a zone
defense but soon discarded it as
the Lords' accurate outside shots
repeatedly riddled the nets.
The big Jacket guards kept the
shots away from Dunlop and
Rinka, who went eleven minutes
before his first goal, but the Kenyon forecourt, led by Fox' thir.r--J
teen points in the half, kept the
Bill Taggart
score moving. They also showed
they weren't about to be intimidated as they kept snaring rebounds away from the opposition
0
for a surp.ising
edge in that
department. But a
lead
did not seem at all safe. B-had
shown a tough, confident team
that could make things very
rough.
That streak never came. The
Lords continued to outshoot and
outhustle the Clevelanders, and
the results bear it out. For the
first five minutes of the second
half the teams played about even,
and the score read
Then,
in a matter of seconds, came what
seemed the turning point of the
game. Rinka brought the ball
down the court, spotted a crack
in the defense, and drove the key
for a beautiful layup. Parmelee
then quickly stole the ball from
a B-dribbler and layed it in
for a
lead.
From then on the Lords held
command. Rinka took over to
pump in several jumpers and
- Marty blocked shot after shot.
The lead mounted to fifteen at
65-and never sank below nine.
Dunlop fouled out with six mintes
n
left after playing an outstanding
floor game. With a half minute
pulled the
showing
Harrison
starters as the crowd gave them
a wild standing ovation.
Coach Bob pointed out that this
was a team victory in every sense
.3
of the word, and that it was. Fox
played superbly, with a great defensive effort. Dunlop passed up
scoring to throw a great defensive
job at Terry Allerton, the Jackets'
top gun, holding him to one basket
in ten tries. Rinka hit eight of
fourteen in the second half to
5--

'r

B--
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Hustle, Team Effort
.1 Account
for Big Win

'

by Dave Balfour

Co-capta-
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Lords Overwhelm

Wrestlers
Lose

COLLEGIAN

Bill

John Dunlop hilling on

a layup.

Taggart

hot sandwiches

homemade pie

ot

again top the scorers with 28
points.
But perhaps the key to the victory was the greatly improved
play of Terry Parmelee. Parmelee had started slowly this season,
but came through in this game
with the kind of performance
Lord fans expect from him. Along
with his nineteen points he gathered in thirteen rebounds, which
along with eleven from Marty
proved the Lord front court could
rebound with the best.
The remarkable thing about
this team is the way someone always comes up with an extra performance when it's needed. Baldwin-Wallace
was obviously
for our guards, so
the big men calmly shot over 50
per cent to set up the win.
Wben called upon, junior Ed Shook
performed smoothly in the clutch.
Another important fact, as Coach
over-compensat-

ing

Harrison remarked, is that "that
'terrible' Kenyon defense seems
to have come into its own."
There's little doubt that the Lords
can defend as well as they need
to. But then, scoring is more fun.
squad is
That Baldwin-Wallac- e
better than they showed Saturday. They didn't have the Lords'
enthusiasm to begin with, and as
they shot poorly and were run
ragged, they lost their spirit altogether. They should be an improved team the next time. Then
again, so should we. Too, the
home court factor was a definite
advantage.
The stands were
packed with a very enthusiastic
crowd, the kind we should have
at every game.
There was justifiable dissatisfaction with a few questionable
calls. For instance, a couple of
charging fouls seemed in this
corner to be clutching at straws.
However, it also seemed that
some spectators were overly verbal at rules they obviously didn't
understand, such as the stalling
violation.
It was a pleasing night for the
team and fans, and certainly is a
step up the ladder. But it really
is a bit too early for rooters to
be yelling "We're No. 1!" We may
be, but national ranking is tough
to get, and the season is still
young. Next Saturday's game
with Ashland, ranked in the
NAIA top ten, could be the one
that gets ranking for us.
The JV club took a resounding
105-7- 2
victory over Bliss Business
College of Columbus.
Swartz,
Alexander, Ryan, and the Buddha
had big nights. At halftime of
the varsity action, the colorful
Beta pledges started everyone
toward a Merry Christmas with
carols and candy. It was a good
night.
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Icy Six Sees
Slick Season
by Bob Andrews
This year's Hockey Club, despite the handicaps that it must
compete under, promises both an
exciting and a winning season.
For the first time the club will
not be a member of the Midwest
Hockey Association, an organization composed of teams from Ohio
and Michigan and including such
schools as Bowling Green and
Michigan State. To someone who
has followed the Hockey Club for
the last few years, the benefits
of leaving this organization
in
order to play as an independent
team are obvious, but those of us
who are not familiar with hockey
at Kenyon need an explanation.
Kenyon does not have an
ice rink. We are told in
the Student Handbook that there
is a natural rink in the old staTheoretically
bles.
this rink
should freeze over in the winter
months and give the team an opportunity to practice daily. However, with Gambier weather the
words "weather permitting" gives
no idea when it will be possible
to practice.
The club has not
deemed it worthwhile even to
flood the rink this year. Instead,
they must travel over one hundred miles to the Ohio State University artificial rink to practice
for two hours.
Only
those who are truly
dedicated to the sport would be
willing to make this trip twice a
week in order to practice from
to twelve thirty at
night. Any team that has to practice under these conditions should
not be expected to have to play
schools which have all weather
rinks and therefore are able to
schedule daily practices.
If it
stayed in the Midwest Hockey
Association, the club would be
forced to play all member teams.
For this reason the team has
chosen to leave the organization
and play only those teams which
operate under similar conditions.
One may deduce from the
information that those who
attend the games should not expect to see good ice hockey played. This is far from the truth.
Most of the members
of the
team come from Eastern prep
all-weath-

er

ten-thir- ty

a-bo-

ve

Gym Schedule

schools and therefore have experience in good hockey leagues. Man
for man, our team is as good, if
not better than any team that we
have played or will play. The absence of a good place to practice
is their biggest weakness. When
seen playing against teams with
this weakness in common, the
superiority of our players will be
obvious.

The club has
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Following is the list of courses
available for physical education
for the third quarter beginning
after Christmas vacation.
Students are encouraged to sign
up before going home for Christmas, but a couple days will be
set aside at the beginning of next
quarter for last sign-upMonday, Wednesday, Friday
0
Physical Fitness
Wrestling &
Basketball
10:00-11:0- 0
Physical Fitness
s.

9:00-10:0-

Handball-Badminto-

great

n

coach in Mr. Dan Martin, Dean of
11:00-12:0- 0
Physical Fitness
Men at Mount Vernon Academy.
Wrestling &
Formerly a semi - professional
Basketball
hockey player, Mr. Martin has
been known to take to the ice in
games where the club has been
1:00- - 2:00 Physical Fitness
matched against a powerful team.
Badminton
So far the club has scheduled
Handball
games against Ohio Wesleyan,
Water
Swim-in- g
Denison and perhaps Miami. The
team, which posted a 3 win, 3
loss record last season, will stay Tuesday, Thursday
0
with the same offsenive team,
Tumbling
having Paul Skinner, Chip Low-er- y
(P.E. Credit
and Rob Poole in the first
for this)
line. Behind them will be Rick
Haskins and John Meigs. A goalie
10:00-11:3- 0
Physical Fitness
has not been decided upon yet,
Bowling (Handball-Babut two untried freshman appear
dminton
to show some promise there along
Handball (adv.)
with Dwight Hatcher, who has
11:00-12:3- 0
Physical Fitness
experience in this position but did
not play last year.
The defensive squad, which
Water Polo-Adwas weak last year promises to
Swimming
improve with three freshman,
1:00- - 2:30 Bowling (Handball-BaBruce Landis, John Irving and
dminton
Jim Nordberg showing ability in
this area. They, along with Bob Thursday (limit 38)
Skiiing al Snow Trails
Cummings, Jimmy Park and Pete
Mansfield
Bradford from last year's team,
will probably rotate in the defensive positions.
Each member of the team pays
twenty-fiv- e
dollars at the beginning of the season to pay for the
rental of the ice, referees, transportation and equipment. Mr.
John Knepper, founder of the
club and faculty advisor, attempts
to obtain funds through gifts
from private sources, but money
still runs low by the end of the
season. Although students cannot
be expected to support the club
financially, the team would welcome attendance at the games,
which are played at nine-thirin the evening at the Ohio State
rink in Columbus.
Lords blast off starting block in
at Shaffer pool.
Polo-Advanc-

ed

9:00-10:3-

v.

5

Swimmers Sink
GLCA Opposition
by Tom Baley
The Kenyon Lords traveled to
Denison University for the Great
Lakes College Association InvitaSaturday.
tional championship
The Lords were the favorites, but
the results of the meet showed
them to be more then just the
favorites. The Lords won eight
out of the eleven events, scoring
108 points. The other six teams
were Oberlin (53), Denison (37),
Albion (35), Ohio Wesleyan (32),
DePauw (9), and Wooster (2).
Bill Howard

overcame almost
lead in the anchor
leg of the 400 medley relay to
win by three feet with a split of
49.3. This was the first event, and
promised more heroics to come.
The second event was the 200
freestyle, in which Larry Witner
set a new pool record. Keith Bell
placed fifth, in a tough field of
fourteen. In the 50 freestyle Pete
Cowen and Doug Neff took first
and second, with what seemed
little effort on their part, although
the times were all close. In the
200 I.M. Doug Hutchinson and
Bill Koller placed first and
second, far outrunning anyone
else. Offenberger and Rayman
placed third and seventh in the
diving, with some beautiful dives.
a

half-lengt-

h

event have been

2: 25, 2: 14, 2: 11.7.

If he keeps up this rate of improvement much longer there is
no doubt as to who will be the
conference champion in the 200
butterfly. Bill Howard and Pete
Cowen placed second and third
behind
Steve Stitt
in the 100 free.
Ail-Ameri-

can

Larry Witner beat Hugh

Wild-

er, OAC conference champ, in
Wilder's own event: the 200 back
stroke. Amazingly Witner was in
the slow heat, in the outside lane,
and there was not too much competition to push him. Yet he managed to put in a better time than
Wilder, who swam in the fast
heat, with lots of challenging
competition. Keith Bell and Tom
Walther placed third and sixth in
the 500 freestyle, behind unknown Pulling from Albion, and
tough Mike Jarvis from Oberlin.
In the 200 breast stroke Koller
took first place. However, in a big
surprise, Myron Powelson from
Denison beat out Greg Kalmbach
by .1 second in the heartbreaking
finish. The last event was not
much of a challenge to the Lords.
They set a new record for the 400
secfree relay, by more than
onds.

In the 200 butterfly, the crowd
was given its money's worth.
Freshman Doug Neff came from
All in all, the Lords, who werebehind (almost a length) on the
too sure of themselves after
n't
fifth length to sprint to a winning
finish in a very impressive style. Friday's loss, came back to win in
Neff's last three times in this the style of true champions.

i

t.

.
t
--

i

ty

Pool Records Shattered
Debate
In Close Ohio U. Meet
fourth

Continued from Page

took first and second in the 50
Hutch and Koller took secfree.
Last year the Lords journeyed
to Athens, Ohio, and suffered a ond and third to OU's fabulous
close loss to the Ohio University breaststroker, Wade, in the InOffenberger
Medley.
swimmers,
This year the dividual
some reafor
at
his
best
wasn't
results were even closer and more
son, and took second to Newell of
heartbreaking:
Five records were shattered OU, in the diving. Solomon set
at the Shaffer
Memorial Pool his second record of the day in
and some amazing
individual the 200 butterfly, with Neff taking
Performances
were put in Fri- second. In the hundred Witner
won again, and Cowen took third.
day afternoon.
A gangly-look-lIn
the 200 backstroke, Dan Hale,
swimmer from OU named
who still isn't quite up to par
Solomon entered the three toughest endurance
events, the 100 after his absence, took third. In
free, the 200 fly, and the 500 free, the 500 free, the entire crowd was
and not only won all three, but amazed as Solomon breezed to his
set records in all three. Watching third record victory of the day.
him in the water
he has poor Bill Howard turned in an excelform, no style, and is just plain lent performance for second, with
ungraceful. But when it comes to Keith Bell in third.
watching him with a clock, he is
At this point Kenyon was losa
tremendous athlete.
Since there was no posing
Hale, Kalmbach,
Neff,
and sible way for OU to win the last
Howard succumbed in the Medley relay, that would give us seven
relay to an overwhelming
and points, which meant we would
record setting OU team. Bell have to sweep the 200 breatstroke
(2nd) and
Ruttan (4th) were vic-'jr- with first and second. As it turnof Solomon's first record, in ed out, Wade set the fifth record
the 100 free
style. Witner won the of the day (his second) and beat
20, as usual, and Cowen and Neff both Koller and Kalmbach. How- by Tom Baley

57-4- 7.

55-4- 9.

ng

49-3-
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with a record of
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Continued from Page 1
struction which must begin May
1 if the campus is to be ready by
September 1969. If the funds
come later, construction will start
late, and arrangements would
have to be made for partial use
of incomplete buildings in 1969.
Citing the 1969 opening date as
Lord said he would
favor even admitting a nominal
number of women in temporary
housing if permanent dormitories
would not be ready until Septem-

Robert Berger and Durica
placed fourth in a field of 35 at
the Whitewater tournament with
a 1 record. Kenyon also placed
well in individual events at this
tourney, with Berger sixth in extemporaneous speaking and Kim
Byham seventh in oral interpretation.
To this point in the season,
Kenyon's record is
The best
individual records have been ber 1970.
Lord observed that dropping
posted by Baehr (14-3- ),
Durica
(18-6- ),
and Evans government sources for private
Butz (13-7- ),
means at this time would be a
).
serious mistake. He pointed out
KenThe next tournaments for
per
yon will be at Ohio State, with the difference between three
government
cent
on
the
interest
Evans and Moore going for Kenseven per
yon, and at Geneva College, Pa., loan, and a possible
on a private bond issue,
cent
with Baehr, Berger, Butz and
would amount to $240,000 annuByham.
ally for about thirty years. That
would raise room fees up to $400
ard, Cowen, Witner, and Walther per student annually, since dormeasily won the relay, as expected, itory loans are self -- liquidating.
but it wasn't enough.
Lord said he would not recomAll in all, the Lords put in a mend such a procedure to trusgood performance,
considering tees unless the program would be
how early it is in the season, but delayed beyond a year by federal
snags.
were just a little overpowered.
5--

all-import- ant,

49-3-

9.

Bill

Taggart

Ohio U. meet. A packed throng hoped desperately for an upset win

Vietnam

Continued from page 2
sponsible youth of Kenyon College. YAF only supports the
American effort to stop communist aggression in Vietnam.
To those who are motivated by
deep concern for your country, we
urge you to join us in the fight
against foreign and domestic inroads on our way of life, the American way of life.
And to Mr. Strong, we pledge
to present a RESPONSIBLE program on the Vietnam situation.
Chuck Lantz '69
Les Davies '71
Bill Murray '69

(9-6-

Another source of concern
college officials is the possibility of a reduced loan from
Washington. Recent indications
are that the maximum loan could
be set at $3000 less per student
than our needs. Lord called the
indicated figure of $7000 per student for combined dormitory and
food service facilities "unrealistic," and said "we are thinking
in terms of $10,000." Lord said
private sources for loans might
be tapped for the necessary difference, in such an eventuality.
a-m-

ong

o. 9
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Hours Scores Tilt in Campus Gov't Senate
in view of the
women's college: "If we're going
to have girls here, we're just going to have to operate reasonably
and proceed reasonably and slowly." He pointed out that the college should not bind itself with a
women's hours position it might
have to retreat from when retreat
would be "next to impossible. '
Bailey said, "The issue isn't one
of safety, just of horse sense."
Bailey stated further that he
did not believe the sponsors of
the bill represented the majority
of student opinion on the matter.
Roelofs first characterized the
Faculty's action as an "expression
of confidence in the Dean," and
then went on to relate faculty
ideas on the bill itself.
"Faculty opinion is appropriate
in matters of this sort," he said.
"We are all frail. The Faculty's
primary responsibility is in the
intellectual life of the college.
The rules, whether written or unwritten, are for the protection of
the faculty and students from
themselves, as well as to protect
other people from ourselves when
we are indulging in our frailties."
Roelofs stated further that
faculty feels an obligation "to express concern on the matter of
the tenor of life in dormitories"
and that this concern is "not designed to interfere with the administration or the concerns of
the Senate."
"What we're looking for in
women's hours," added Roelofs
"is a reasonable sphere of time in
which the reasonable concerns of
everybody can be satisfied."

moderation

a special ad hoc assembly of the

Faculty,
where students
could be admitted without special
vote. Senators had already received three objections to the
proposed legislation from a unanimous move of the Faculty Council (see Hetlinger interview be-

full

low).
Faculty, however, was not called into ad hoc assembly, but
rather considered the matter at
its regular meeting of Dec. 4
where a special vote was required to admit students. For various
reasons (see Hettlinger and Haywood interviews below) , student
Senators were not present at the
meeting to argue their case. ProF. Hettlinger,
fessor Richard
Chairman of the Senate, delivered the case supporting Senate's
decision, and Dean Thomas J. Edwards read a minority statement.
The Faculty, which has no veto
power over Senate legislation,
then voted support for the Dean's
opposition to the bill and his intention to advise President Lund
to veto it.
In an assembly of the full
student body the next day, Senator Chuck Kenrick pressed the
Provost, Bruce Haywood, for an
explanation of why no "meaningful contact" was allowed between
students and faculty on the matter (see Haywood interview below). Several other students expressed disagreement with the
manner in which the Faculty
had handled the bill.
The bill will come up for final
consideration by the Senate in a
January meeting, and will then

Senate Chairman
Richard F. Hettlinger
Chairman Hettlinger felt that
the Senate did not stand to lose
much of its legislative stature if
a veto were cast by the President.
a
Hettlinger saw, however,
potentially damaging situation resulting from the way the bill was
handled. "What is liable to be
lost in this issue is in terms of a
lack of confidence . . . the danger is that the Senate may eel
that the administration has not
taken the matter with proper
seriousness." Hettlinger expressed
hope that postponing the final
Senate meeting until January
would give the President time to
study the bill in greater depth.
Hettlinger differed with members of the administration in
characterizing the Senate as a
committee. He referred to the
constitution where text defines
the Senate as ". . . the principal

be subject to presidential approval or veto.
President F. Edward Lund
With this background established, it is now possible to relate
President Lund's view of the
situation.
His first consideration was the
virtue of the bill itself, and he
noted that his decision concerning veto of the bill would depend
on the measure's wisdom, rather
than on a necessity to support the
faculty or other members of the
administration.
Regarding the possible effects
of a veto on the Senate's influence, he said, "I don't think
that a veto would undermine the
campus Senate any more than
Congress is undermined by a
presidential veto." Lund noted
on
that various discussions
women's hours have been going
on for four years, and a veto
would not jeopardize a feeling of
trust between administration and
students, "because it is definitely
provided for in the articles of
I think
campus government
the Senate is a place of discussion
where recommendations are made
to the administration; it is not a
the students'
matter of power
power is whatever the administration and faculty concede it to
be." The Provost concurred with
this opinion when he referred
to the Senate as a "committee."

legislative

body of campus

gov-

ernment concerning extracurricular matters." Hettlinger affirmed
that the Senate, with its carefully
planned ratio of students, faculty
and administration, broadly rep-

Continued from Page 1
One senator said he opposed such
a "student union" because it
provide an argument
would
against extending women's hours
further in the future since alternative social facilities would be
available. A further reason that
was suggested was the stigma attached to student unions.
One senator suggested a system
should be worked out with a nonprofit organization manned by
students and several full-tim- e
professionals. The building would
be a rude, in formal structure
with sawdust on the floor, where
students could generally feel relaxed.
Another questioned the possibility of outside concerns coming
into Gambier to set up a place
along the lines of the "Boar's
Head" at Miami.
Bruce Haywood, Provost
Discussions, however, were still
Speaking to the problem of
and did not reach a
tentative,
student attendance at the faculty
on the social facility issue,
head
meeting, the Provost pointed out
or formulate any legislation on
that it would be a mistake to call the independent problem as had
a special meeting when a regular been suggested at the beginning
one could handle the problem. of
the meeting.
Instead, he said he wanted students "on call," in the event the
with the progress of the bill.
Faculty voted to hear them.
He stated further that the "We feel that because of the way
Faculty is accustomed to hearing it was handled," says Fisher, "the
a report from the chairman of a Faculty's opinion was in effect a
committee, and generally listens veto since it is so likely to proonly to dissenting
committee duce a presidential veto. We had
members. He argued that the hopes of convincing the faculty,
committee chairman, in this case but we were never given a chance
Mr. Hettlinger, would carry more for an effective confrontation of
effective weight with the faculty ideas on the matter."
"When the regular faculty
than students.
meeting handled the issue instead
Student Senators
of a special one," Kenrick added,
Fisher & Kenrick
"the fate of the bill was decided."
Both Jeffrey Fisher and Chuck He called the handling of the bill
Kenrick report disillusionment "inexplicably poor judgment."

primarily concerned
with the wisdom of the bill itself,
and not with the possibility of
veto. He outlined the Senate's
counterarguments to the three
Faculty Council objections he had
delivered at the Faculty meeting.
First, he said students sponsorship of the bill indicated students
were willing to sacrifice privacy,
which Faculty Council counted as
important, for increase in hours.
Secondly, the majority of the
Senate felt the increase in level
of academic distraction over what
its current high level would be
insignificent,
and thirdly, the
Senate felt that it would be unfortunate if the rulemakers for
the woman's college were presented with an artificially muffled Kenyon.
Senate
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In sounding out campus opinion, minutes of the meeting show
that some junior Senators expected to present their viewpoints to
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What a very curious coverage
you are giving to the excellent
Programs on the Middle East.
You devoted two major articles to
the lecture of Rabbi Richard L.
Rubenstein (November 2, November 9, issues). And the address by
the Israeli Ambassador, Avraham
Harman was given the lead article in your issue of November
30th. No mention was made of
the opening lecture in the series,
that of Professor A. Denis Baly,
on October 30th. Nor did you
give space to the meeting of November 6th, at which Kenyon
students who had been in Israel
and the Arab countries this summer reported on their experiences
and impressions.
Yet both of
these occasions were intrinsic
parts of the series: both were interesting and well attended: both,
one would have thought, were as
worthy of your readers' attention
as the two parts of the series you
have chosen to report.
Michael Moii

Barncord Shoe Repair
Soling and Heeling
37 Public Square

Mount Vernon
Curtis Hotel Barber Shop
1

South Gay St.

Mount Vernon, Ohio

May all the Joys of this
Holy Season be yours at

resents the community.

...

Hettlinger explicitely differed
with the administration on the
matter of student attendance at
the recent faculty meeting. Since
only a vote of the entire faculty
can admit an outsider to the
regular meetings, Hettlinger had
advised the president that a
special meeting should be called
for discussion with students, as
originally proposed by the Provost at the Senate meeting of
Nov. 14. It was Hettlinger's feeling that to propose to introduce
students at a regular faculty
meeting would arouse opposition
and make effective discussion
more difficult. He said in the
Collegian interview that he would
still be "delighted if the president
were to call a special meeting before the Senate's final session in

Bailey & Roelofs for the Faculty
Two faculty members, Professors Frank Bailey and Gerrit
Roelofs, articulated the thoughts
of the majority of the faculty on
the issue.
It became quickly evident that
Bailey's main concern was with
the merits of the bill itself, and
not with support or rejection of
the Dean. He defended the
faculty's action and characterized
current hours as "liberal enough." January."
Bailey stressed the need for
Hettlinger concluded
I

that the

Christmas time .... and
may we all enjoy Peace

and Happiness throughout
the coming year.
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